We’ll get started soon! In the meantime, meet us in the chat to say hi and let us know where you’re tuning in from!
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AMAZE Youth Ambassadors Sound Off on the Sex Ed Young People Want
With Bogi, Jo and Kayla, three of our 31 AMAZE Youth Ambassadors

How to Use Our AMAZE-ing Educational Resources
With Tazmine Weisgerber, CHES, Training & Technical Assistance Manager at Answer

#AMAZESexEdCon
Housekeeping

- Q&A Function
- ASL Interpreter
- Yes, this conference is being recorded!
- Questions? Check out the conference FAQ first and then email info@amaze.org
Conference
Shared
Agreements

- Facilitators and participants will strive to create virtual environment where all participants feel safe and comfortable.
- We will be open to educate and to learn from others.
- We will respect everyone’s identity and background, including pronouns and names.
- We understand that abusive behavior of any kind will result in removal from the conference.
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Top 5 Ways Parents Use AMAZE
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Use the videos both to brush up my own basics or when my kids are eyerolling my info and need to hear it from someone else.

A couple of my favorites:
- amaze.org/video/consent
- amaze.org/video/porn-fact-fiction
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Follow AMAZE on Facebook since they share all the latest sex ed related headlines, run interviews with experts, etc.

facebook.com/amazeparents
Listen to an AMAZE podcast while I run errands

podcast.amaze.org

Become an Askable Parent with AMAZE

AMAZE.org creates free educational videos + resources to help families talk openly, honestly, and less awkwardly about sex, health, relationships + growing up. Our goal is to help you become an askable parent through short, actionable podcast episodes. Find us on Facebook and YouTube at /amazeparents and on Twitter at @amazeorg
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instagram.com/amazeparents

Troll AMAZE IG for shame-free, normalizing tip cards that I can share with, well, everyone... like this one:

instagram.com/p/CUC5OburFC8/
Sign up for the askable parent or general newsletter to get easy tips and info right in my inbox for when social media is exhausting me (or broken).

amaze.org/askableparent
amaze.org/subscribe
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31 AMAZE Youth Ambassadors ages 10-16 from 15 states

amaze.org
Percentage of AMAZE’s 31 Youth Ambassadors who consider themselves active users of the following social platforms:

- YouTube: 87.1%
- Instagram: 74.2%
- TikTok: 61.3%
- Snapchat: 48.4%
Anything that Shonda Rhimes writes is magic.
AWARD TIME!
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KAHOOT TIME!
Hey folks, please check out #AmazeSexEdCon. It is happening now live and is so good.

I’m so excited to join the Amaze Conference! Our youth deserve comprehensive sex ed. As an educator, I’m always looking for the latest resources to facilitate greater learning. #AMAZESexEdCon
RAFFLE TIME!